Honda 150 hp outboard lower unit diagram

Both motors feature advanced Dual Overhead Cam, in-line four-cylinder architecture, a benefit
from decades of Honda automotive and racing experience. Racing experience means more
horsepower and instant throttle response. And Lean Burn Control automatically adjusts the
air-fuel mix to maximize power and fuel efficiency. All of which makes it clear: when it comes to
boating, nothing beats the fuel efficiency and precision standards of Honda. World-renowned
Honda quality combines proven reliability and superior fuel efficiency, with no oil mixing. The
result is a superior combination of power, torque and fuel economy. VTEC is the modern
replacement for displacement. The result? Maximized combustion efficiency, increased torque,
and superb fuel economy. The result is easy starts and instant throttle response with superior
fuel efficiency. A powerful, compact valve DOHC design creates more valve lift to pull in more
air for increased horsepower. Low-maintenance design allows easy adjustment of the rocker
arms. No multiple shims or trial-and-error adjusting needed. NMEA protocols allow engine data
to be interfaced with on-board systems and systems displays, such as sonar or GPS. Honda's
True 5 Warranty is the best in the business. This transferable, non-declining warranty is the
same on the last day as it is on the first. The BF and BF offer optional push-button variable
speed trolling control. A patented, "Double Sealed" multi-layered paint process. Sacrificial
anodes and stainless steel technology, along with waterproof connectors, all enhance corrosion
protection. The ECM receives constant input from 18 different sensors to deliver instant starts,
smooth operation, strong performance and excellent fuel efficiency. Linear Air Fuel LAF and
knock sensors help determine correct fuel flow and ignition curve to maximize performance and
fuel efficiency. Counter rotating models are available for multiple engine applications. These
models improve efficiency, hull maneuverability and decreases driver fatigue. A
crankshaft-driven, automotive-style trochoid oil pump ensures long-term durability of critical
engine components. The starter motor is inverted into a sealed chamber that protects the
starter drive from the elements. Environmentally conscious technology. Built-in pitot tube in the
gear case eliminates the need to drill holes in your boat for installation. VTEC varies the lift and
duration of the intake valves to deliver optimal performance at both low and high rpm, resulting
in peak performance at all speeds. Most four-strokes use long manifolds to deliver air into the
cylinder head. The BF and BF use a shutter valve inside the manifold to change the resonance
and air flow. Benefit: Maximizes low-end torque! Traditional motor designs use a fixed air-fuel
mixture that does ok at low and high speeds, but not in the mid-range. It gives you more
charging power when you need it. Honda's alternator provides more electric power than the
competition. Honda advertises the real amps that you would see in real use. Some outboard
manufacturers only advertise their total alternator output, measured at cool temperatures. This
can be somewhat misleading. This patented double-sealed, multi-layer paint process uses 4
different layers to protect the engine. Honda engines have several other features designed to
help protect them from the harsh marine environment:. WARNING: This product can expose you
to chemicals including soots, tars, and mineral oils, which are known to the State of California
to cause cancer, and carbon monoxide, which is known to the State of California to cause birth
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to All information contained herein
applies to U. To find out more, read our cookie policy. Information about Honda's response to
Covid Home Find a Dealer About Us. Outboard Motors 2. Accessories Browse Accessories.
Manuals Owner's Manuals Shop Manuals. Reliable, Efficient 4-Stroke Design World-renowned
Honda quality combines proven reliability and superior fuel efficiency, with no oil mixing. Learn
More. True 5 Warranty Honda's True 5 Warranty is the best in the business. Engine Command
Module - Optimum performance The ECM receives constant input from 18 different sensors to
deliver instant starts, smooth operation, strong performance and excellent fuel efficiency.
Counter Rotation Available Counter rotating models are available for multiple engine
applications. Positive Lubrication - better durability A crankshaft-driven, automotive-style
trochoid oil pump ensures long-term durability of critical engine components. Convenient
Single Latch Cowl A single front-mounted latch combines with 4 securing points to ensure a
water-tight seal. Sealed Starter - Protection for long life The starter motor is inverted into a
sealed chamber that protects the starter drive from the elements. Fresh Water Flushport
Flushes debris and saltwater out of the engine, extending the life of the outboard. Stainless
Steel components Steering Arm, Tilt Tube and all Shafts - corrosion resistance Stainless steel
components provide durability with long-term corrosion resistance. Built-In Pitot Tube Built-in
pitot tube in the gear case eliminates the need to drill holes in your boat for installation.
Available in 20 and 25 inch shaft lengths. BF - Alumacraft. BF - Premier Pontoon. BF - Maritime.
BF - Columbia. BF - Pioneer. BF - Bentley. BF - Fishing. How does VTEC work? VTEC uses two
cam lobe profiles to operate the intake valves. The low-lift, short duration cam lobes shown in
red provide strong torque at low rpm. At higher rpm, a synchronizing piston engages the third
rocker arm on a high-lift cam in blue. All three rocker arms are locked together. The intake

valves are open for a longer period of time to produce more power. This results in a superior
combination of power, torque and fuel efficiency. A resonance effect creates waves of
high-pressure air inside the manifold. This improves cylinder filling at low engine speed.
Manifold turbulence is decreased. The volume of air packed into each cylinder at mid and high
rpm is improved. Benefit: Produces more power! More power when you need it, and greater fuel
economy. Our belt-driven system helps batteries to stay charged and keeps equipment going all
day long. Alternators, by the numbers Honda advertises the real amps that you would see in
real use. This can be somewhat misleading Honda measures alternator output at normal
operating temperatures. For example, say an engine produces 27 amps in total. The base is a
corrosion-resistant Honda aluminum alloy, followed by a double-sealed treatment. An epoxy
primer undercoat is applied. An acrylic resin metallic coating is baked on. A clear overcoat of
acrylic finishes the process. Honda engines have several other features designed to help
protect them from the harsh marine environment: Sacrificial anodes protect the engine from
galvanic corrosion. All fasteners and hardware are either stainless steel or a specially treated
Dacro material. All wiring connectors are sealed to prevent water intrusion. Fresh water flush
ports on select models allow you to flush the engine with a garden hose. The block is kept
slightly hotter, for more power The cylinder head is slightly cooler, for increased durability. The
exhaust manifold also runs cooler. Two thermostats help to maintain engine temperature at the
optimal levels. The result is better reliability, more horsepower, and of course, superior cooling.
Marine Outboards: WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including soots, tars,
and mineral oils, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, and carbon
monoxide, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive
harm. Connect with Us. BARJ through BASJ through BANJ through BAPJ through Forums New
posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media
New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Lower unit
interchange chart. Thread starter Faztbullet Start date Oct 20, Status Not open for further
replies. Faztbullet Supreme Mariner. Joined Mar 2, Messages 13, I have seen quite a number of
posts asking for this so here goes This chart for direct bolt on with no part changes Looper V
Magnum Series Lighting Series Joined Nov 11, Messages 51, Joined Feb 25, Messages 4, Re:
Lower unit interchange chart didnt see the ? V4 looper with 13 spline yeah what I have!! Re:
Lower unit interchange chart Added yours Bob!!!!! Northwoods Recruit. Joined Oct 24,
Messages 2. Re: Lower unit interchange chart Pardon the lack of boat knowledge, but is this
chart for every make of boat motor? I found one that said it would fit any Johnson between the
years of but according to this chart that would not be the case. Joined Oct 21, Messages 5, Re:
Lower unit interchange chart Evinrudes won't work on Johnson Re: Lower unit interchange
chart Northwoods said:. Pardon the lack of boat knowledge, but is this chart for every make of
boat motor? Re: Lower unit interchange chart You need the year unit. Do yoiu need a complete
unit or just the housing? Re: Lower unit interchange chart Complete lower unit Here's the link
that the ad went to that is supposed to help determine if the lower unit will work. Joined Sep 30,
Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart Looking to see if these two will interchange,
evinrude 25s from and Both NON-through hub exhaust. The has bad gears, the has cracked
case. Can I mix and match parts? Thanks again. Re: Lower unit interchange chart if you use this
site, and click on the little magnifing glass, next to the part. Re: Lower unit interchange chart
tashasdaddy said:. James R Commander. Joined Feb 1, Messages 2, Re: Lower unit interchange
chart Bob J. That would be a most useful site. Maybe someone out there has it. Joined Jun 22,
Messages 1, Re: Lower unit interchange chart James R said:. Bob J. Joined Apr 24, Messages
Re: Lower unit interchange chart Faztbullet said:. Joined Apr 27, Messages Re: Lower unit
interchange chart I have small metal shavings in my lower unit oil. I build import car motors all
day But when it comes to an outboard I can make out what I am looking at but it is all diffrent. I
have a or 82 johnson v4 seahorse. The lower case gears must have screwed up. I cannot get the
lower unit drain plug out. So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it down in the
lower part of the gear case and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda works and I
seen metal shaveings and what not. So I cant understand what lower unit to buy. I read
something like 85hphp? But what is all this about drive shaft length and shifter length. If
someone could tell me the years or hp or size lowerunit i wold be veary greatful. I hope
someone can help me understand all this. Re: Lower unit interchange chart civichatchboi said:.
So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it down in the lower part of the gear case
and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda works Re: Lower unit
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interchange chart Thanks bob. I slowly weved it down into the lower case. Ok thank you for
helping me. I know this site probley has the same quistions over and over like most sites. At
least this one they dont bash you as hard. If there are 4 individual plastic carbs, you have a
"looper" from the mid 80's on up" I have been digging trying to find this out. Is this true? I
pulled a plug and looked at the piston just to be sure and what you say is accrate. And I do have
4 carbs. So is that guy right to? Let me know if you think that is right aswell. Joined Sep 19,
Messages 12, Re: Lower unit interchange chart If it has two 2 barrel carbs on a V4, it's a
crossflow from the 's through the 's. There were no crossflows after ; that's when the V4 loopers
come in. The early V4 Loopers had 15 spline propshafts on the extra long gearcases but had 13
spline propshafts on the others. That's clearly shown in the parts catalogs which have different
diagrams and parts lists for the different drives.

